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Abstract: This study aimed to evaluate whether psychological resilience is an independent factor of
self-rated health (SRH) among patients with knee osteoarthritis (KOA). A cross-sectional study with
convenience sampling was designed. Patients with doctor-diagnosed KOA were recruited from the
orthopedic outpatient departments of a hospital in southern Taiwan. Psychological resilience was
measured by the 10-item Connor–Davidson Resilience Scale (CD–RISC-10), and SRH was measured
by three items, including the current SRH, the preceding year-related SRH, and age-related SRH. The
three-item SRH scale was categorized as “high” and “low–moderate” groups by terciles. Covariates
included KOA history, site of knee pain, joint-specific symptoms measured by the Western Ontario
and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC), comorbidity measured by Charlson
Comorbidity Index, and demographic variables (i.e., age, sex, education attainment, and living
arrangements). A multiple logistic regression was used to detect the independent variables with
significant odds ratios that can predict “high” SRH among participants. Results: In total, 98 patients
with KOA (66 women and 32 men) with a mean age (±SD) of 68.3 ± 8.5 years were enrolled and
were analyzed. A total of 38.8% (n = 38) of participants were categorized as “high SRH”, while
61.2% (n = 60) were categorized as “low–moderate SRH”. Multiple logistic regression showed that
CD–RISC-10 had an increased odds ratio (OR) for high SRH (OR [95% CI] = 1.061 [1.003–1.122];
p = 0.038), whereas bilateral pain (vs. unilateral pain), WOMAC stiffness, and WOMAC physical
limitation showed a decreased OR for high SRH (0.268 [0.098–0.732], 0.670 [0.450–0.998], and 0.943
[0.891–0.997], respectively). Our findings provide evidence indicating that psychological resilience
plays a significant positive role in the SRH in our study sample. Further research is required to extend
the growing knowledge regarding the application of psychological resilience on KOA.

Keywords: 10-item Connor–Davidson Resilience Scale (CD–RISC-10); resilience; knee osteoarthritis;
self-rated health; Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC)

1. Introduction

An aging society and the prevalence of chronic diseases highlight people’s need for
good health. In order to improve the health of people, healthcare providers are always
committed to seeking corresponding solutions. In addition to medications and lifestyle
changes, healthcare providers are increasingly aware of the potential contribution of posi-
tive psychological factors to chronic disease management. Psychological resilience is an
important topic that is discussed in the literature. The concept of resilience is originally
derived from technical sciences and refers to the ability of a material to recover or rebound
to its original shape after bending or compression. Psychological resilience has gradu-
ally become prevalent in the fields of psychology and psychiatry and has recently been
garnering attention in the field of chronic illness.

Psychological resilience has two distinct meanings. On the one hand, resilience can be
narrowly described as a trait or a personality resource, an individual’s ability to resist being
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damaged or deformed by traumas or destructive forces. It enables individuals to adjust
and modify habitual expression patterns of self-discipline and self-control so that they can
face and adapt to the situation in the present and future. On the other hand, resilience
broadly means readily “bouncing back” or recovering from those traumas or destructive
forces. That is, when an individual is facing adversity, they can go further than merely
coping by finding meaning in the trauma-inducing events, and they can further utilize this
meaning to enhance their well-being to achieve the status of post-traumatic growth [1,2].

As an integrated concept of resilience, the American Psychological Association Dictio-
nary of Psychology’s advanced definition defines resilience as “the process and outcome of
successfully adapting to difficult or challenging life experiences, especially through mental,
emotional, and behavioral flexibility and adjustment to external and internal demands” [3].
This means that through mental processes and behaviors, resilience can promote or protect
individuals from the potentially negative effects of stress or adversity. In terms of resources
or constructs, psychological resilience can be treated as a single concept [4] or as a compos-
ite of several distinct traits or capacities [1,5]. A wide variety of candidate constructs, as
either antecedents or components, have been suggested for inclusion in the concept of re-
silience, including acceptance of change, control, personal competence, spiritual influences,
persistence/tenacity, self-efficacy, emotion regulation, optimism, adaptability/ability to
bounce back, and social support [1,5].

In recent decades, increasing attention is being paid to resilience in response to chronic
illness. In this context, psychological resilience has been described as the flexibility and
ability to cope, recover, or adapt when facing internal and external pressures brought on by
a chronic illness [6,7]. As a protective factor, psychological resilience has been confirmed to
have great potential in facilitating the health outcome in people with chronic illnesses [8,9],
such as different types of cancer [10,11], cardiovascular disease [12,13], and even chronic
low back pain [13]. However, no comparable studies have been carried out with knee
osteoarthritis (KOA).

KOA is a prevalent chronic illness and an age-related degenerative joint disease.
KOA cannot be completely healed using medicine and usually requires a long period
of supervision, observation, and management [14]. KOA symptoms, such as joint pain,
aching, stiffness, or limited function, often negatively impact overall health [15]. People
with osteoarthritis tend to rate their health as poor [16]. Based on the health promotion of
patients with KOA, it is necessary to understand the relevant attributes of health. Resilience
is a positive psychological factor that can potentially promote health. However, previous
works examining the correlation of health outcomes for KOA patients are usually focused
on other variables, rather than psychologic resilience. It remains unclear whether subjects
with a high level of psychological resilience would experience better health.

Self-rated health (SRH) is the result of a cognitive assessment of the integrated bio-
logical, mental, social, and functional aspects of an individual [17,18]. The World Health
Organization recommends SRH as a good indicator of overall health status that can be
used as a proxy for a multi-dimensional concept of health [19]. Evidence-based studies
have confirmed that SRH is significantly associated with multiple domains of health and
can be used as a useful summary indicator for monitoring health status at a population
level [17,20,21]. Additionally, SRH can reliably predict mortality among middle-aged or
older people [22–24]. In terms of correlations, SHR was reported to be significantly associ-
ated with clinical parameters, such as medical conditions, laboratory findings, or functional
activity or limitations [16,25–27], and psychological factors such as depression [25,26]. De-
mographic characteristics such as age, sex, marital status, or education attainment may
also be factors that are directly or indirectly associated with SRH [25–28]. For the pur-
poses of health promotion, directly focusing on favorable health outcomes such as SRH
is needed. Healthcare providers who monitor SRH in their patients can understand the
effects of health promotion interventions, provide timely assistances, and contribute to
the maintenance of health. In addition, nursing care is critical to developing and applying
effective strategies to promote psychological resilience for patients with KOA. Based on the
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above discussion, the present study is focused on SRH as an outcome and examined the
association of psychological resilience and other related variables with a high SRH among
people with KOA.

Study Hypothesis

With a special interest in this positive psychological trait, we hypothesized that patients
exhibiting greater psychological resilience would report a better SRH.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Design and Sample

A cross-sectional study with convenience sampling was adopted, and participants
were recruited from the orthopedic outpatient departments of a hospital in southern Taiwan
from July to August 2020. Subjects were eligible for the study if they met the following
criteria: (1) patients with doctor-diagnosed KOA, (2) those who agreed to participate in the
study and provided informed consent, and (3) those with clear consciousness, no cognitive
impairment, or other severe diseases that would limit their ability to complete a survey.
Patients with a knee joint replacement or who were diagnosed with rheumatologic diseases
were excluded. A total of 98 KOA patients participated in this study.

According to the recommendations of Concato et al. and Peduzzi et al., the minimum
required sample size should be based on the rule of event per variable (EPV) and the
concept of an EPV of 10 is acceptable for logistic regression [29,30]. Therefore, the total
98 participants in the present study sample size met the requirement.

2.2. Procedure

Researchers and two trained research assistants met the participants before or after
their physician appointments at the orthopedic outpatient departments of a hospital in
southern Taiwan. After the interviewers informed them of the study’s purpose and obtained
written informed consent, face-to-face interviews were conducted. All participants were
able to withdraw from the study and withdraw their consent at any time. Ethical approval
was obtained from the institutional review committee of the hospital.

2.3. Measures

The questionnaire included psychological resilience measured by the 10-item Connor–
Davidson Resilience Scale (CD–RISC-10), SRH, and covariates (sociodemographic and
clinical characteristics).

2.3.1. Psychological Resilience

The Chinese version of the CD–RISC-10 is widely used to assess psychological re-
silience [31,32], specifically the ability to cope with adversity [5]. This scale contains diverse
items corresponding to flexibility (2 items), sense of self-efficacy (3 items), ability to regulate
emotion (1 item), optimism (3 items), and cognitive focus/maintaining attention under
stress (1 item) [31]. Each item is measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 0 (not true
at all) to 4 (true nearly all the time). The potential total score ranges from 0 to 40, with
higher scores indicating greater resilience. The available evidence supports its construct
validity when administered to older adults or to medical patients [31,33,34]. In the present
study, the CD–RISC-10 scale represented a high reliability of internal consistency with a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.945.

2.3.2. Self-Rated Health (SRH)

SRH is a measure of how people perceive their health [35]. In the literature, three
different operational definitions and three items were found [36,37]. These are the current
SRH, SRH compared to 1 year ago (the preceding year-related SRH) [36], and SRH com-
pared to other people of their age (age-related SRH) [37]. Specifically, item 1: “In general,
how would you rate your current health condition?”, with a range of response options
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of “excellent”, “very good”, “good”, “fair”, and “poor”; item 2: “How would you rate
your health compared to 1 year ago?” with response options of “much better”, “somewhat
better”, “about the same”, “somewhat worse”, or “much worse”; and item 3: How would
you rate your health when comparing with someone of your age”, with response options
of “much better”, “somewhat better”, “about the same”, “somewhat worse”, or “much
worse”. The former 2 items were the same ones from the general health perception subscale
of the Chinese version of the 36-item Short Form Health Survey [36]. Unlike the others,
item 3 was commonly used to represent individual health when comparing people in the
same age range [37]. Each of the three items was rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1 to 5). The
total potential score ranged from 3 to 15 points, with a higher SRH score indicating a better
health status.

In the present study, the content validity index of clarity (panel reviewed by experts)
for this 3-item SRH scale was 1.00. The Cronbach’s alpha was 0.620. The reliability of the
test is relatively low; however, it can be accepted [38]. The SRH, as a dependent variable,
did not have a normal distribution and was skewed toward the higher range. Consequently,
participants were divided into two groups. Participants within the upper tercile of the total
SRH scores (SRH score ≥ 9) were arbitrarily dichotomized into a “high” SRH group, while
the others were dichotomized into a “low–moderate” SRH group (SRH score < 9).

2.3.3. Covariates

Based on previous studies on SRH, the following covariates were considered in this
study. The sociodemographic characteristics included age, gender, education attainment
(elementary school and under, junior or senior high school, and college or above), living
arrangements (with/without a spouse), self-reported KOA history (<5 years, ≥5 years),
site of knee pain (unilateral or bilateral), KOA symptoms, depression, and comorbidity.

KOA symptoms were assessed using the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities
Osteoarthritis (WOMAC) Index, which was developed in 1982 at the Western Ontario and
McMaster Universities. The WOMAC Index includes 3 dimensions: stiffness (2 items),
pain (5 items), and physical function (17 items). All items are scored on a scale of 0 to 4,
corresponding to “none”, “mild”, “moderate”, “severe”, and “extreme”, respectively.
Higher scores indicate greater severity of symptoms [39]. WOMAC is a valid tool for
evaluating joint-related symptoms and has been linguistically validated [40]. In the present
study, Cronbach’s alpha reliability for total and its three dimensions (stiffness, pain, and
physical functioning) were 0.948, 0.796, 0.795, and 0.994, respectively. Comorbidity was
self-reported using the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) [41]. Depression status was
assessed using the 5-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS-5), where one point is assigned
to each “yes” response and a total score ≥ 2 indicates the presence of depression [42]. In the
present study, the internal consistency of the GDS-5 scale was acceptable, with a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.673 [38].

2.4. Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics are reported as a percentage for categorical variables and as a
mean ± standard deviation (SD) for continuous variables. Because most of the data did not
follow a normal distribution, nonparametric analyses (Chi-square tests and Mann–Whitney
U tests) were used to compare the demographic and clinical characteristics, as well as
psychological resilience between the two levels of SRH (low–moderate and high SRH). If
there were significant variables that were found between the two levels of SRH, the univari-
ate logistical regression was conducted to assess the relationship between psychological
resilience and SRH without considering covariates (univariate model). Multiple logisti-
cal regression with the conditional method was then used, controlling for all covariates
(adjusted model). The results are reported as odds ratios (ORs) or adjusted odds ratio
(AOR) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). In terms of internal consistency, Cronbach’s
alpha coefficients were calculated for all the scales. According to Guilford’s (1965) criteria,
if Cronbach’s α value is greater than 0.7, then it is considered a good reliability value,
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while values between 0.7 and 0.35 are considered acceptable reliability values. Values
less than 0.35 are rejected reliability values [38]. The main analysis tests the association
of psychologic resilience with SRH using multiple logistic regression with the conditional
method. Thus, the odds ratio of the logistic regression model can be used as an effect size
statistic. Data analyses were conducted using the IBM SPSS statistical package version
25.0 (SPSS; Chicago, IL, USA). All statistical analyses were two-tailed and a p-value less
than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results
3.1. Participant Characteristics

A total of 98 people with KOA, consisting of 32 men and 66 women, were enrolled in
this study. The mean age (SD) was 68.3 ± 8.5 years, with a range of 51–90 years. In SRH,
the median SRH score was 8 (range: 3–14). Using the upper tercile of the total SRH score
(score = 9) as the cut-off point, 38 (38.8%) patients were dichotomized into “high SRH”
(score ≥ 9) group, while 60 (61.2%) participants were dichotomized into “low–moderate”
SRH (score < 9) group.

3.2. Binary Logistic Regression Analysis

When compared with the high SRH group, participants in the low–moderate SRH
group reported a significantly higher proportion (p < 0.05 for all comparisons) of a long
history of KOA (≥5 years), bilateral knee pain (vs. unilateral), and higher comorbidities
(CCI < 1). In addition, participants in the low–moderate SRH group had higher scores
in the total WOMAC index and its subscales (severe KOA symptoms), and lower scores
in CD–RISC-10 (p < 0.05). However, there were no significant differences found in the
proportion of the other variables between both SRH groups (Table 1). Table 1 outlines the
participants’ characteristics between the two levels of SRH among the study sample (n = 98).

3.3. Association of WOMAC Score and CD–RISC-10 Score with High Self-Rated Health

Table 2 showed the results of the univariate logistic model. Self-reported OA history
(<5 years or ≥5 years), site of pain knee (uni- or bilateral knee pain), comorbidity (CCI ≥ 1
or <1), the total and subscales of WOMAC index were negatively related to high SRH,
while CD–RISC-10 score were positively related to high SRH (all p < 0.05).

Table 3 shows the result of a multiple logistic regression with the conditional method.
After adjusting for all covariates (self-reported OA history, site of pain knee, comorbidity,
WOMAC index score, and CD–RISC-10 score), participants with bilateral pain had a
decreased AOR (OR = 0.268, 95% CI = 0.098–0.732) with a high SRH, compared to those
with unilateral pain. In addition, each 1-point increase in scores of WOMAC stiffness and
WOMAC physical limitation decreased the AOR of reporting a high SRH (OR = 0.670,
95% CI = 0.450–0.998, and AOR = 0.943, 95% CI = 0.891–0.997, respectively). On the other
hand, each 1-point increase in the CD–RISC-10 score increased the AOR of reporting a high
SRH (OR = 1.061, 95% CI = 1.003–1.122, and p = 0.038). This result implies that KOA-related
symptoms are negatively associated with a high SRH, and that psychological resilience
was a positive predictor of SRH.

All tests on the Wald values for bilateral pain, WOMAC stiffness, WOMAC physical
limitation, and the CD–RISC-10 score, resulted in p-values < 0.05, indicating that these four
variables are significant predictors of SRH in people with KOA. The regression model had a
high goodness-of-fit, with Omnibus test of model coefficients χ2 = 26.304, df = 4 (p < 0.001),
indicating that this predictive model was able to distinguish between participants who did
and did not report a high SRH. In terms of the strength of association, the model explained
approximately 23.5–31.9% of the variance in SRH (range between Cox and Snell R2 and
Nagelkerke R2).
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Table 1. Participants’ characteristics between two levels of SRH among study sample (n = 98).

Low–Moderate SRH
(Score < 9, n = 60)

High SRH
(Score ≥ 9, n = 38)

Variables N (%) N (%) χ2 (f)/t (f) p-Value

Gender
Men (n = 32) 18 (30.0) 14 (36.8) 0.95 (1) 0.482
Women (n = 66) 42 (70.0) 24 (63.2)

Age (Mean ± SD) 68.0 ± 8.8 68.8 ± 8.0 −0.42 (96) 0.673
Education attainment

Elementary school and under (n = 33) 22 (36.7) 11 (28.9) 1.88 (2) 0.390
Junior or senior high school (n = 51) 28 (46.7) 23 (60.5)
College or above (n = 14) 10 (16.7) 4 (10.5)

Living conditions
With spouse (n = 40) 27 (45.0) 13 (34.2) 1.12 (1) 0.290
Without spouse (n = 58) 33 (55.0) 25 (65.8)

Self-reported OA history
<5 years (n = 51) 25 (41.7) 26 (68.4) 6.67 (1) 0.010 *
≥5 years (n = 7) 35 (58.3) 12 (31.6)

Site of pain knee
Unilateral pain (n = 55) 27 (45.0) 28 (73.7) 7.77 (1) 0.005 *
Bilateral pain (n = 43) 33 (55.0) 10 (26.3)

Comorbidity
CCI < 1 (n = 62) 33 (55.0) 29 (76.3) 4.55 (1) 0.033 *
CCI ≥ 1 (n = 36) 27 (45.0) 9 (23.7)

GDS-5
<2 (n = 83) 48 (80.0) 48 (80.0) 2.63 (1) 0.105
≥2 (n = 15) 12 (20.0) 12 (20.0)

Low–Moderate SRH
(Score < 9, n = 60)

High SRH
(Score ≥ 9, n = 38)

Variables Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mann–Whitney U p-Value

Total WOMAC score 46.5 ± 14.8 36.6 ± 10.5 552.00 <0.001 *
WOMAC stiffness 4.0 ± 1.6 3.2 ± 1.0 820.50 0.019 *
WOMAC pain 10.0 ± 3.4 8.3 ± 2.8 608.50 0.006 *
WOMAC physical limitation 32.5 ± 11.3 25.1 ± 8.4 546.50 <0.001 *

CD–RISC-10 score 25.2 ± 9.6 29.4 ± 8.5 673.00 0.036 *

CCI, Charlson Comorbidity Index; CD–RISC-10, 10-items Connor–Davidson Resilience Scale; GDS, Geriatric
Depression Scale; SRH, self-rated health; and WOMAC Index, McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index. χ2-tests
and Mann–Whitney U test were used for categorical variables and for continuous variables, respectively. * p < 0.05

Table 2. Univariate logistic regression for high self-rated health in people with KOA (n = 98).

Variables OR (95% CI) Wald Value (df) p-Value

Self-reported OA history
≥5 years (reference: <5 years) 0.330 (0.140–0.775) 6.468 (1) 0.011 *

Site of pain knee (reference: unilateral pain)
Bilateral pain 0.292 (0.121–0.707) 7.454 (1) 0.006 *

Comorbidity
CCI ≥ 1(reference: CCI < 1) 0.379 (0.154–0.937) 4.413 (1) 0.036 *

Total WOMAC score 0.937 (0.900–0.975) 10.365 (1) 0.001 *
WOMAC stiffness (0.466–0.902) 6.613 (1) 0.010 *
WOMAC pain 0.822 (0.703–0.960) 6.116 (1) 0.013 *
WOMAC physical limitation 0.921 (0.874–0.970) 9.622 (1) 0.002 *

CD–RISC-10 1.052 (1.004–1.104) 4.431 (1) 0.035 *

* p < 0.05. CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom; and OR, odds ratio.
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Table 3. Multiple logistic regression analysis with conditional method for high self-rated health in
people with KOA (n = 98).

Variables AOR (95% CI) Wald Value (df) p-Value

Site of pain knee (reference: unilateral pain)
Bilateral pain 0.268 (0.098–0.732) 6.583 (1) 0.010 *

Total WOMAC score
WOMAC stiffness 0.670 (0.450–0.998) 3.881 0.049 *
WOMAC physical limitation 0.943 (0.891–0.997) 4.200 0.040 *

CD–RISC-10 1.061 (1.003–1.122) 4.286 0.038 *
Constant 1.204 1.204 0.882

* p < 0.05. CI, confidence interval; df, degrees of freedom; and AOR, adjust odds ratio for all variables included in
the regression model. Omnibus test of model coefficients χ2 = 26.304, df = 4, p < 0.001. Strength of association:
Cox and Snell R2 = 0.235; Nagelkerke R2 = 0.319.

4. Discussion

The present study showed that psychological resilience was a key determinant of a
high SRH among patients with KOA. After controlling the other significant variables, the
higher the CD–RISC-10 scores, the higher the chance of reporting a high SRH in our study
sample (Table 3). Conversely, higher symptoms tended to be associated with lower odds of
reporting a high SRH.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to determine the association of psychological
resilience with a high SRH among patients with KOA. This finding is congruent with the
results reported in similar studies. A cross-sectional study surveyed 163 patients following
a primary total knee arthroplasty and reported that psychological resilience measured by
CD–RISC-10 was identified as a significant predictor of functional outcome [43]. In addition,
there were two studies that used a different resilience scale. In one study, they followed
153 patients with a total knee arthroplasty and found that pre-operative resilience can
predict overall physical and mental health outcomes, 3 and 12 months later [44]. Another
study targeting 117 patients with a total knee arthroplasty reported that pre-operational
resilience was positively associated with a better post-operative knee function and better
general physical health 3 months later, but it was not the case for general mental health [45].
In the present study, with the measurement of psychological resilience using the CD–RISC-
10 and perceived health status using a 3-item SRH scale, our research further confirms the
importance of psychological resilience on health status among patients with KOA.

In the literature, psychological resilience has been considered as a kind of cognitive–
affective state and can modify or alleviate perceptual chronic pain through the activation
and inflammation of the immune system [9]. Low psychological resilience, as driving
mechanisms, can accelerate the development of chronic aging diseases, through increased
inflammation, oxidative stress, and chronic medical conditions [46]. In addition, KOA is
a degenerative and inflammatory chronic disease. Hence, we supposed that to a certain
extent, the biochemical mechanisms of inflammation may exist in part to explain the
relationship between psychological resilience and high health status among patients with
KOA. However, further studies are required to explore and examine the mechanisms
linking psychological resilience with health status.

Our significant finding represents opportunities for healthcare providers to give
resilience-based interventions or strategies for patients with KOA. Specifically, healthcare
providers can enable KOA patients to enhance their psychological resilience through the
development or cultivation of resilience constructs or protective factors, such as a sense
of self-efficacy, the ability to regulate emotions, coping mechanisms, or through creating
a supportive environment [47]. Once patients have the sufficient resilience, they would
have the ability to adapt or cope with the suffering from KOA to achieve better health
and well-being.

In the present study, we measured health status using a 3-item SRH scale, which
was derived from the previous study, and investigated the association with psychological
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resilience. Given that the SRH is a simple and generally feasible method with acceptable
validity, we used it as a measurement for the assessment of health status. The upper tercile
of the total SRH score was used as a cut-off threshold (score = 9) for high SRH. Though high
SRH does not guarantee health, it is indeed significantly associated with objective health
measures and consequent morbidity [18]. Due to its simplicity and feasibility, the SRH scale
may be a suitable proxy for surveying the health of the community, even in clinical settings.
In addition, according to the principles of patient-centered care, the patient’s perspective is
important; people with low SRH tend to suffer from more illnesses or symptoms and need
further medical attention [48].

As expected, the KOA-related symptoms (i.e., bilateral vs. unilateral knee pain,
WOMAC stiffness, and WOMAC physical limitation) showed a negative relationship with
high SRH. Physical health or illness-related factors, such as existing medical conditions,
pain severity, functional problems, or disabilities, have also been reported to be strong
predictors of poor SRH [26,27]. Given that SRH is based on an individual’s subjective
perception of their physical health, people with severe KOA-related symptoms are more
likely to rate their health as poor. Methods of prevention or treatment interventions for
KOA should be further developed to improve SRH among people with KOA symptoms.

The present study sheds light on the relationship of some variables with SRH, espe-
cially the positive effects of psychological resilience, but it is still subject to some limitations.
Firstly, due to the cross-sectional design of our study, the causality between relationships
should be carefully interpreted. Advanced research to employ experimental and longitu-
dinal designs may be required to determine if and how psychological resilience impacts
SRH and to examine the interaction between KOA symptoms and SRH. Secondly, the
relatively small sample size of this study (n = 98) not only limits the generalization scope
but also makes Cronbach’s alpha of SRH and GDS-5 relatively low (SRH for 0.620 and
GDS-5 for 0.673, respectively) [49]. Accordingly, it may be important to perform future
studies to replicate the current findings with a larger sample size. Finally, only 23.5–31.9%
of the variance in SRH scores was explained by the multiple logistic regression model,
implying that there are other variables that remain unelucidated and may explain the
remaining variance. Despite these limitations, our study provides useful information for
policy-makers, health planners, and healthcare providers by addressing the importance of
resilience on SRH among people with KOA.

5. Conclusions

Our findings contribute to the growing body of research regarding the specific role of
psychological resilience in high SRH among patients with KOA. Healthcare providers can
devise and tailor preventive interventions that target psychological resilience to promote
better health among patients with KOA. Future studies utilizing experimental designs may
also be needed to elucidate the effectiveness of resilience on a person’s health.
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